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PROFILE 

COMPANY PROFILE 

This background is the very 

attribute that distinguishes 

Heron Air in its field and 

consent to the Company to 

be deeply acquainted with 

the specific Customer's 

requirements, particularly 

of the Military Customer. 

The Company Core 

Business is Aviation 

Technical Services and 

Training to support National 

Aeronautical Industry and 

its Military Customer, 

particularly on Tactical 

Airlift aircrafts such as the 

G222/C-27A, C-130H, C-

130J and C-27J. 

The Company avails itself of qualified and specialized staff from the Italian Air Force, as well as from the 

major Italian and foreign Aviation Industries and Commercial Airlines. 



 
 

MAINTENANCE  

COMPANY PROFILE 

In the field of technical services 

and maintenance, Heron Air Ltd 

has a team of engineers and 

skilled technicians who have 

established a long experience 

of the Italian Air Force, 

aerospace industry and several 

airlines. 

The current team has the skills 

G222/C-27A on aircraft, C-130H, 

C-130J, ATR 42/72 and C-27J;  

The professional figures 

available are classic military 

and civilian categories, namely: 

MILITARY: 

- Engine Technicians   

- Airframe Technicians   

- Electrical Technicians   

- Avionic Technicians 

- Crew Chief  

- Technical Officer  
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The delivery is carried out by 

companies certified to operate 

on military aircraft, military and 

manufacturers who want to 

support their customers with 

the supply of spare parts. The 

component is provided with the 

required documents, military 

and civilian, and if required 

storage is made in accordance 

with the provisions of military 

requirements. The company is 

able to produce on commission 

structural and not structural 

parts for aeronautical use and 

"GSE" Ground support 

equipment. 

 

The company is dedicated to providing spare parts and components for military aircraft and civil aircraft 

converted for military operations. 
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conducted in accordance with 

FAA directives - Part 141 

(Appendix K), DCMA INST 

8210.1, AFI 10-220, AR 95-20, 

NAVAIRINST 3710.1F and 

COMDTINST M13020.3 even 

maintaining the ability to 

conduct training itself in 

accordance directives JAR / 

Part. The professional figures 

available are classic military 

categories, namely:  

 

- Engine Technicians 

- Airframe Technicians  

- Electrical Technicians 

- Avionic Technicians 

- Crew Chief  

- Technical Officer  

 

Heron Air is able to develop training programs for “ab initio” crews or to impart specific training for flight 

and ground crews with previous experience. All the training is developed with the method of CBT 

providing also the development of all manuals for the training and use of military aircraft.. training is  
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- AS/EN 9100 

- AS/EN 9110 

- AS/EN 9120 

- Flight Safety  

- Safety Management System 

-  ICAO/EASA 

 

Heron Air qualified personnel 

hold extensive experience in 

management systems and is 

able to support the companies 

either with on-site than remote 

consultancy 

 

Heron can support as consultant suppliers and partners for implementing and certification of 

management system as: 
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Thanks to the long operational 

experience of its management 

and with the collaboration of 

specialists, Heron Air Srl is able 

to organize and manage 

integrated packages including 

all the necessary services, 

organize the support for all the 

staff involve  in the technical 

activities anywhere in the world.  

With  our partner companies, 

Heron Air Srl is also able to 

meet the needs of mobility, both 

aerial and terrestrial, in the 

areas of operation. HERON staff 

worked in critical areas, both in 

dismantling aircraft and aircraft 

maintenance programs. 

 

In logistics customer support, Heron is a reliable partner for the Organization and management of the 

sites in Italy and, especially, abroad. Conducting business abroad brings with it logistical problems, such 

as organization construction, transport, communications, food and accommodation, security personnel 

and infrastructures. 
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Quality Department 

quality@heronair.eu   

 

Logistic and Support 

Department 

logistic@heronair.eu  

 

Military Sector 

military@heronair.eu   

 

Civil Sector 

civil@heronair.eu   
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